LIFESTREAM GENERATOR

2019 Pricing

(pricing subject to availability of specialty components that are 70-80 years old)

SE “Special Edition” $1,499
500,000 Volts of Radiant Energy
Latest Edition - Ultra Portable
Dimensions: 7.5” X 7.5” X 6”

M100 $3,900
500,000 Volts of Radiant Energy
The Perfect Personal Tool. Great for Traveling!
Dimensions: 10.5” X 10.5” X 6”

M200 $4,400.00
1 Million Volts of Radiant Energy
Large Field Emission
Dimensions: 14.5” X 10.5” X 7”

M300-B “Intention”(basic) $8,499.00
M300-C “Intention” (clinical w/ cooling fan system) $12,499.00
2.5 Million Volts of Radiant Energy
Perfect tool for Hands-On Energy
Dimensions: 1.6” X 14.” X 9”

M500 Unity $5,499.00
1.2 Million Volts of Radiant Energy
Deeper Meditations and Energy Gatherings
Dimensions: 14.5” X 10.5” X 30”

M400-12 “Consciousness” $23,000.00
M400-10 “Consciousness” $19,499.00
3.3 Million Volts of Radiant Energy
Perfect for Large Gathering Experiences
or the Ultimate Individual Connection!
Dimensions: M400-12: 12 X 24” X 80”
M400-10: 10 X “20 x 80”

* Please Note: All units are made per order and will take 10 to 14 days to deliver for SE, M100, 200, M300c M400 and M500 takes 4 to 6 weeks for delivery